
DEFENDANT-1’S 38
COUNT INDICTMENT
Here’s a link. I’ll update in a bit.

There are 31 counts for withholding documents,
each holding a 10 year sentencing, on top of the
obstruction charges. I’ll summarize them:

May  3,  2018  White  House1.
intelligence  briefing
(TS/NOFORN/SPECIALHANDLING)
May  9,  2018  White  House2.
intelligence  briefing
(TS/SI/NOFORN/SPECIAL
HANDLING)
Undated  military3.
capabilities  of  foreign
country  with  Sharpie
annotation
May  6,  2019  White  House4.
intelligence  briefing
(TS/SPECIALHANDLING)
June 2020 concerning nuclear5.
capabilities  of  foreign
country
(TS/XX/XX/ORCON/NOFORN)
June  4,  2020  White  House6.
intelligence  briefing
(TS/SPECIAL  HANDLING)
October  21,  20187.
communications  with  leader
of  foreign  country
(S/NOFORN)
October  4,  2019  military8.
capabilities  of  foreign
country (S/REL TO USA FVY)
Undated  document  concerning9.
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military attacks by foreign
country
(TS/XX/XX/ORCON/NOFORN/FISA)
November  2017  document10.
concerning  military
capabilities  of  foreign
country  (TS/TK/NOFORN)
Undated  document  concerning11.
military  contingency
planning of US (no marking)
Undated  document  concerning12.
projected  regional  military
capabilities  of  foreign
country S/REL to USA/FVEY)
Undated  document  concerning13.
military  capabilities  of
foreign  country  and  United
States (TS/SI/TK/NOFORN)
January  2020  concerning14.
military  options  of  a
foreign  country
(S/ORCON/NOFORN)
February  2020  concerning15.
policies  in  a  foreign
country  (S/ORCON/NOFORN)
December  2019  concerning16.
foreign  country  support  of
terrorist attacks against US
interests (S/ORCON/NOFORN)
January  2020  concerning17.
military  capabilities  of
foreign  country
(TS/XX/TK/ORCON/IMCON/NOFORN
)
March  2020  concerning18.
military  operations  against
US forces (S/NOFORN)



Undated  document  concerning19.
nuclear  weaponry  of  US
(S/FR)
Undated  document  concerning20.
timeline  and  details  of
attack  in  foreign  country
(TS/XX/ORCON/NOFORN)
Undated  doc  concerning21.
military  capabilities  of
foreign countries (S/NOFORN)

August  2019  concerning22.
regional  military  activity
of  a  foreign  country  
(TS/XX/RSEN/ORCON/NOFORN)
August 30, 2019 White House23.
intelligence  briefing  with
Sharpie  (TS/SPECIAL
HANDLING)
Undated  doc  concerning24.
military  activity  of  a
foreign  country  (TS/HCS-
P/SI/ORCON-USGOV/NOFORN)
October  24,  2019  military25.
activity  of  foreign
countries  and  US  (TS/HCS-
P/SI-ORCON-USGOV/NOFORN)
November  7,  2019  military26.
activity
(TS/XX/ORCON/NOFORN/FISA)
November  2019  military27.
activity  of  foreign
countries (TS/SI/TK/NOFORN)
October 18, 2019 White House28.
intelligence  briefing
(TS/SPECIAL  HANDLING)



October  18,  2019  military29.
capabilities
(TS/XX/SI/TK/ORCON/NOFORN)
October 15, 2019 concerning30.
military  activity
(TS/XX/ORCON/NOFORN/FISA)
February  2017  concerning31.
military activity of foreign
country (TS/SI/TK/NOFORN)

Those below the line were returned in June 2021.

Update: Here’s the best explanation of the
classification marks and possible content I’ve
seen so far, from Matt Tait.

PROSECUTORS
INTERVIEWING
WITNESSES WHO KNEW
TRUMP WAS HOARDING
DOCUMENTS
The WaPo story reporting that most stolen
documents charges will be filed in Florida is
more reliable than the report promising an
indictment today.

THIS INDICTMENT WILL
LIKELY COME TOO EARLY
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FOR TRUMP TO
CONSOLIDATE THE
PARTY
I a Trump indictment comes in the next few
weeks, it could provide Republicans an
opportunity to distance themselves from Trump.

DRY RUN: THE FILING
ROOM CAME TO TRUMP
After it became public that Trump had returned
hundreds of classified records in January 2022,
Trump denied he had been in the filing room
sorting classified documents. DOJ likely now has
abundant evidence that the filing room came to
him.

NYT’S PRE-DOJ MEETING
ATTEMPTED REBUTTAL
Days before Trump’s lawyers complained to Jack
Smith about how Trump’s attorney-witnesses were
treated the NYT attempted to rebut a report that
Evan Corcoran was “waved off” searching
locations besides the storage closet.
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THE DOG DRAINED MY
POOL TO TRY TO
DESTROY SURVEILLANCE
VIDEO
Jack Smith reportedly wants to know whether
Trump’s long-time maintenance guy drained the
swimming pool in an attempt to destroy
surveillance footage.

ONLY TIME WILL TELL:
SEDITIONIST OATH
KEEPERS SENTENCED
AMID TEARS AND
PROMISES OF
REDEMPTION
Light sentences were doled out to several crying
Oath Keeper seditionists over two days of high
drama in a federal courtroom.

TIM PARLATORE QUIT
AFTER TRUMP LAWYERS
COULDN’T FIND THE
IRAN DOCUMENT
Tim Parlatore’s decision to quit because of
Boris Epshteyn’s role as a gatekeeper looks very
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different given the news that he and other Trump
lawyers haven’t been able to find the Iran
document Trump claimed to have in 2021.

IN MARCH, DOJ ASKED
TRUMP FOR THE IRAN
DOCUMENT; IN APRIL,
DOJ ASKED FOR HIS
SAUDI BUSINESS
RECORDS
In March, DOJ asked Trump for the Iran document
he bragged he had at Bedminster in July 2021. He
couldn’t find it.

In April, DOJ asked for details of his business
ties with, among other countries, the Saudis.

LORDY, THERE ARE
TAPES [OF TRUMP
ACKNOWLEDGING HE
HAD STOLEN CLASSIFIED
DOCUMENTS]!
All trials are about prosecutors telling
stories.

This incident is a story so good that Trump
tried to tell it himself, and in the process got
recorded admitting he had stolen classified
documents. 
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